CADAD Member Institutions

Membership is open to Australian universities eligible for funding under the Australian Higher Education Support Act (2003) who are members of Universities Australia.

Membership is not open to other organisations or individuals, although Affiliate status is available to other educational organisations that are interested in the advancement of learning and teaching in higher education.

Current Member Institutions

Australian Catholic University
Institutional nominee: Professor Kevin Ashford-Rowe

Bond University
Institutional nominee: Dr Shelley Kinash

Central Queensland University
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Christine Woods
Nominated alternate: Professor Rob Reed

Charles Darwin University
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Deborah West

Charles Sturt University
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Marian Tulloch
Nominated alternate: Ms Katherine Klapdor

Curtin University of Technology
Institutional nominee: Mr Jon Yorke
Nominated alternate: Ms Beatrice Tucker

Edith Cowan University
Institutional nominee: Professor Susan Stoney
Nominated alternate: Dr Tony Fetherston

Flinders University
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Heather Smigiel

Griffith University
Institutional nominee: Professor Alf Lizzio
Nominated alternate: Dr Calvin Smith

James Cook University
Institutional nominee: Professor Angela Hill

La Trobe University
Institutional nominee: Dr Ric Canale
Nominated alternate: Dr Tai Peseta

Macquarie University
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Ian Solomonides
Nominated alternate: Dr Maree Gosper

Monash University
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Angela Carbone
Murdoch University
Institutional nominee: Dr Susan Hall

Queensland University of Technology
Institutional nominee: Ms Karen Whelan
Nominated alternate: Professor Suzi Vaughan

RMIT University
Institutional nominee: Dr Rosemary Mulraney

Southern Cross University
Institutional nominee: Professor Janet Taylor

Swinburne University of Technology
Institutional nominee: Professor Janet Gregory

The Australian National University
Institutional nominee: Mr Glen O’Grady
Nominated alternate: Dr Margaret Kiley

The University of New England
Institutional nominee: Dr Michael Crock
Nominated alternate: Ms Melanie Fleming

The University of Newcastle
Institutional nominee: Professor Carol Miles
Nominated alternate: Ms Vivien McComb

The University of Notre Dame Australia
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Sofia Elliott

The University of Queensland
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Gordon Joughin
Nominated alternate: Dr Clair Hughes

The University of Sydney
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Simon Barrie
Nominated alternate: Professor Keith Trigwell

The University of Western Australia
Institutional nominee: Professor Denise Chalmers

University of Ballarat
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Neil Trivett
Nominated alternate: Associate Professor Lorraine Bennett

University of Canberra
Institutional nominee: Professor Gerlese Akerlind
Nominated alternate: Dr Coralie McCormack

University of New South Wales
Institutional nominee: Professor Stephen Marshall
Nominated alternate: Ms Jan McLean

University of South Australia
Institutional nominee: Professor Margaret Hicks
Nominated alternate: Associate Professor Gavin Sanderson


University of Southern Queensland
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Robyn Smyth
Nominated alternate: Dr Sara Hammer

University of Tasmania
Institutional nominee: Dr Natalie Brown
Nominated alternate: Dr Gary Williams

University of Technology Sydney
Institutional nominee: Dr Jo McKenzie

University of the Sunshine Coast
Institutional nominee: Ms Kylie Readman

University of Western Sydney
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Janne Malfroy
Nominated alternate: Mr Graham Hendry

University of Wollongong
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Geraldine Lefoe
Nominated alternate: Professor Sandra Wills

Victoria University
Institutional nominee: Ms Trish McCluskey

Current Affiliate Member Institutions

Massey University, New Zealand
Institutional nominee: Associate Professor Mark Brown
Nominated alternate: Ms Anna Weatherstone

University of Johannesburg, South Africa
Institutional nominee: Dr Riette De Lange